COURTROOM: TRIAL: DAY
Jane Alderman is addressing the court with opening argument. She holds a folder of documents and paces the floor in front of the honorable Judge John Fitzgerald.
George Fowler sits next to G. 



Jane
In the case of the State of Illinois versus Richard Steele. We will present evidence, including video footage and credible testimony from a key witness that Mr. Steele leads a
street operation specializing in robbery and homicide. In particular, responsible for the death of Robert Bradford. The State has charged Mr. Steele with penal code 720 ILCS 5/9 -1
Defined as First Degree Murder with a minimum of 20 year to natural life in the Illinois Department of Corrections.
Mr. Steele is a habitual offender. And our evidence will show, that not only does Mr. Steele have no regard for human life. But he’s also a high ranking member
Of the the notorious Gangster Disciple street gang, a well known—



Fowler
Uh…objection your honor…that so called “gang” has denounced it’s origin and established a new mission
 of community outreach and reform. It’s documented, and has even assisted political parties in the Chicago area with
mentoring programs for inner city youth.



Fitzgerald
Over-ruled.



Jane gives Fowler a demeaning stare down.

Jane Alderman
(continuing)
…a well known street mob responsible for a large percentage of Chicago homicides found evident in the arrests and convictions of “documented”
members of that organization over the last 30 years. And as stated in his prior arrests, Mr. Steele is indeed a “documented” constituent. The defense has been granted it’s speedy trial 
by request and the State has obliged. Because we are confident, that after the examination of evidence, testimony, and video footage of the killing of Robert Bradford. You will find beyond reasonable doubt, 
that Mr. Richard Steele is responsible for the death of the victim. 



Jane nods at the judge in completion of her opening argument.


